
August 4, 1964 

Dr. Anna Freud 
20 Maresfield Gardens 
London, N.W. 3 

Dear Dr. Freud: 

Have you become used to the new form of address? I failed to congratulate 
you in Philadelphia at having been given the Honorary Degree, but this 
formality was hardly required. I did write a warm letter to Floyd 
Cornelison, thanking him for his share in bringing about this event. In 
all I behaved like a relative in a family affair: more identification than 
object relation. 

As you had predicted, your letter was waiting for me when I returned to 
Chicago. You are very generous! What you had to say gave me great pleasure, 
and your approval was a welcome support admidst the inescapable insecurities 
under pressure to which we are all exposed. Strangely enough, it was not 
the discussion of the scientific contributions and other statements that I 
had sent to you but the very last, parting s.entence of your letter which 
gave me the most foood for thought. You sent me your best wishes for the 
presidency in the American Psychoanalytic Association, and expressed the 
hope that " •• this office permits opportunity for some revolutionary moves." 
My mind has returned to your statement time and again since 1 first read 
yc;~ur letter. 

I know, of course, the objectives which we hold in common: to fight against 
the conception of psychoanalysis as a "sub-specialty" of psychiatry; to 
counteract the tendency to replace the psychoanalytic methods which are 
appropriate to our subject matter with the inappropriate (and thus sterile) 
methods of academic psychology; and to strengthen the position of psycho
analysis as a broadly based human psychology with its own body of knowledge 
and methodology. Toward all these objectives, however, we can work without 
"revolutionary moves," and victories can be won either by achieving limited 
degrees of improvement affecting a comparatively large area within the 
social framework of American Psychoanalysis (such as the small improvements 
which have occurred in some of the larger American Institutes during the 
last decade) or by creating a f!ignificant psychoanalytic activity on a 
limited scale (such as the publication of The Psychoanalytic Study of the 
Child, the organization of the Center for Advanced Psychoanalytic Studies, 
and, within the framework of the American Psychoanalytic Association, the 
organization of scientific meetings in such a way that outstandins psycho
analysts occupy the important spots in the program and that good psycho
analytic papers are accepted in our Journal). But these are not revolution
ary moves. 

While I cannot yet be certain that the membership will agree to the estab
lishment of a Forum for Scientific Child Psychology (open tQ all child 
analysts, whether they are lay analysts or have a medical degree), I assume 
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that the vote will be in the affirmative, If so, a nice piece of progress 
will have been made and I will be pleased at the thought of having con
tributed to it. But again: this is not a revolutionary move but only a 
shift of emphasis. We are also preparing a mail ballot to allow training 
analysts without medical degree to become regular active ~mbers of the 
Association. At present I am doubtful about the success of this proposition 
(it needs a two-thirds majority since it involves a By-Law change}, but 
even if it should be accepted it would not be a revolutionary move. 

The only move that oould be called revolutionary, would be to abolish 
~ princtple (not as an exception) the medical and psychiatric requirements 
for membership (and thus automatically for students at our institutes); or, 
put it in another way, to approve the establishment of even a single insti
tute which would train people without a medical degree and without psychi
atric experience for a regular career as analysts (not as research candi
dates for a research career; this is, as you know, done now). Disregarding 
the question of the d~sirability of such a move, let me first discuss the 
question whether it could be achieved. I think that it could be done, i.e., 
with the right kind of leadership a secessionist movement could be started, 
something like the "Academy," except on the opposite end of the psychoanalytic 
spectrUM. Up to one-fifth of the present me~berehip of the Association might 
be willing to join such a splinter group (as individuals they could remain 
in the Association, just as at present many members of the Acad.emy are als.o 
members of the Association) and they could. (somewhat illegally) organize 
one or two institutes open to medical as well as to non-medical candidates. 
Chances are such institutes would soon have an almost exclusively non-
medical student body, a result whicQ is probably not desirable; my opposition 
to the revolutionary move rests, however, not on this possible drawback but 
on my anticipation of the following consequences: the best analytic teachers 
would be taken away from the established institutes; and the best and most 
firmly grounded psychoanalytic minds would be taken away from the meetings 
of the Association, with the result that the regular institutes and the 
regular meetings would deteriorate, would become analytic in name only, and 
would be taken over completely by "dynamic psychiatry.n The e$tablished 
institutes would, however, continue to draw the major part of the gifted 
students and of the younger generation in general. (I have discussed an 
analagous problem concerning the topic of training analysis in a recent 
letter; I am enclosing a copy of this letter for you; it may also serve as 
an example of the non-revolutionary daily spade work that some of us are 
engaged in and of which I have given you other samples in my preceding 
letter.) 

As you can see, I am, at t'9:is time, disinclined to employ "revolutionary 
moves" but will instead,"'~ have done in the past, endeavor (a) to achieve 
slow changes in the broad field of American psychoanalysis, and {b) to 
establish limited foci of pure analysis within and without the framework 
of organized psychoanalysis in the United Stateso 

My conviction that this non-revolutionary approach is the correct one is 
based on facts wh~ch I have only gradually learned to understand. I am 
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lt.t tr~.t-e rl\ct.hwe. of-
aware, of course, ofAthe resistances against analysis. I have, neverthe
less, come to hold the view that the attraction which analysis exerts on 
many potentially capable students in this country is intimately connected 
with specific, culturally determined, and thus pre-formed, sublimatory 
patterns; and I believe that these specific motivations help ~o explain 
both the comparatively wide-spree,d acceptance of psychoanalysis in this 
country as well as the specific ways in which it tends to be diluted and 
distorted (the scientific-psychiatric distortion; the interpersonal cure
through-love dilution; and all kinds.of blends and amalgamations of the two). 

Let me briefly tell you about the two major groups that participated in the 
initial growth of American psychoanaly$is which took place before the great 
influx of Etaf>})ean a111alysts to this •ountry. Wh,i.le these two groups were 
propelled toward psychoanalysis by different cultural motivations;each of 
them separately, and both of them together, have basie cultural value systems 
which are different from that of the educationally and culturally secure 
core of European analysts to whom analysis provides (itynon-dlndivildual, 
cultural terms) a union of their interests in biolo~n the hU$&nities. 
It is, of course, well known that the influence exerted by the European 
group on the two groups of analysts which were already established in this 
country bas been a very strong one. Yet, the picture cannot be Understood 
fully from the point of view of the value system of the Europeans. But what 
constitutes the older core of analysts in the u.s., what are these two 
groups? The one, more n~rous but not necessarily more influential group, 
is Eastern European Jewish, a generation or two removed from the ghetto, to 
whom the haven of American institutions (despite the pre~udice and narrow
mi~dness of a large part of the population) was liberation and for some of 
whom the rationality of a career in medicine and in psychiatry as a branch 
of medicine was the professional embodiment of a whole new·world of freedom. 
The other group, numerically smaller but of great influence, is predominantly 
Anglo•Saxon, of that attractive branch of Protestantism that has replaced 
increasingly the belief in the dogma of orthodox Christianity with a tendency 
for missionary work, progressive social action, and ~ocial reform. This is 
a well-established minority on the American social scene; best known among 
them are the more mystical Quakers and the more rationalistic Universalists 
and Unitarians who received their baptism of fire during the Abolitionist 
period. It is the combination of these two groups and, withaall their dif
ferences, their friendship (and often marriage, in the literal sense) which 
has up to very recently determined the direction of American psychoanalysis: 
a combination of a close tie to psychiatry with an emphasis on interpersonal 
healing, helping, and reforming. 

It is my conviction that the best human material for psychoanalysis in the 
United States will continue to come from these two groups which, to some 
extent, counteract and complement each othero For both groups (although 
probably more for the first one) the tie to the recognized profession of 
medicine (and psychiatry) is a very strong and deep one. Institutes who 
would separate themselves from medicine and psychiatry would draw their 
student body largely from the second group with their tendency to non
scientific (or scientifically rationalized) healing through love, through 
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interpersonal support, through education, through being a living example, 
and tbbough offering a cure by identification. (An already existing 
example is the William Alanson White Institute in Washington, D.C., which 
is outside the .American Psychoanalytic Association.) Thus, one predictable 
result would be an increase of existential psychiatry and existential 
analysis, analogous to the European pattern. 

For the time being, 1 believe that the best hope for American psychoanalysis 
is a realistic acceptance of this strongly established balance of prefer
ences; not to upset it with revolutionary moves, but to continue to exert 
~ gradual influence by word a;111d exalllPle (of which I have furnished some 
ill~t~,.t~~~s in IllY e,~closures last time aad today). 1 myself have there
fore, not ent~·:fielY given up my lJnivers·ity connections although 1 resisted a 
prestigeful of·fer ·which would have taken me away frtml analysis. I S't:Ul 
give a weekly seminar to resident physicians in psychiatry, to stimulate 
their interest in the insights of psychoanalysis and to draw the best of 
them into psyehe~>analytic training. 

I am sorry to see that this letter has expanded into a small essay, explain
ing little with many woros • B1.,tt I know that (if you find the time to let me 
have the benefit of your reactions) your clarity and courage will not fail 
to have its effect on me. 

I hope that you are well and that you are enjoying a good summer. Please 
give my regards to Willie Hoffer, to the Sandlers, and to Mrs. Burlingham 
(who may reldlnber me from Princeton) • 

Cordially yours, 

-*'~~~ Heinz Kohut, M.D. 
HK/lb 
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20 t-'lares ld Gard~ms, 
Lor1don, N.\:1.3. 

6 
Chic 

Dear Dr. 1: 

YotJ ·\~i1C:x~E: Cftlil{2 :c~Lglat to 1:·erni·.nd tHE~ L11Ltl I st:tll ot~Je yotl an 
answer in our fo:cmex: exch.ange of thought out lay analysis, and 
an explnnatton HJ.XW~hx of what I 1nean by tn1Jd.ng of nrevolut'ionary 
nH:vf~s H. I s]~!H.ll tt:y t: t) 't;e H. 1 it tlc~ clE~.arer~ ~1:~cn1 t: 'lJo til fJO:Lrlt,s ·now. 

In me::rn ;: :Lme I had your lf:tte.r of .t\ugus t t~ th and I was 
• ... '"'<1 c•c-. ·' ~ ,t ,.t '"1: .~ ~ t· .. t'<:! m'!.. ., :. Y'r.> t·' "" .,·j '"' ~n ,_ <Y . .: [ very Uhpl:".~"-"·u vvJ.Lt1 t. lE. cvrL..et1.~·"- 111ey .L>:" I1t: l ___ .._.alo:-S! ..• _v ... cence 

of alI the thought 1;vldch you have givf~n to thes':: mntter:s instead_ 
t)f rner~t:~l·:/ ~lcc.~~.:pt t:f1c ~:ti~l ~1t1-1fltl1SfJl1t~:l~e £111·~1 tnl~iilf~ it: ;for 
gr.antE!d as so many other people do. I. merely 'knoH the Amexic:;;t?
scen,:'· 1r:; ~E1 Ol1Ui cr in that po:dt:ion it is ·•2;cwy to misjudge 
matter;:;, I t:r}' to be c:.:trerul about that. Also I have quite a lot 
ot oppo:rL 
could 
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to compare tlH;; .l\mericnn <:Jnd English scene; nothing 
ferent ·;:>o f:::rr <13 tlH~ :1ttitude to psochoanalysis, 
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the spi:ri t which I call revolut:lonary :ts not tht:~re yet, or cer
tainly not very 'l:vi.de. sprE"~ad ~ Surely, there are m.any members in 
the A. P. A. who are content wlth developments as they are. t:Je both 
know that then; are :m;;:n1y others also who are looldng out fm: 
,changes. 

It would be quite -vn·:ong to say that I arn first and :Eoremos 
conceJ_·ned with the question of lay analysts. For me the latter ar 
only incidental to a bigger question, namely the expansion of 
analysis from too intensive concentration on psychiatry and medic 

. i.e. therapy~ to the applications in a whole vari .. ety of fields. 
· · "1 do not ·need to name these, you kno'iv them ·anyway. Lay anal:ysta· 
-""'),',,;,',...·.~·.·'ithi'~tant ·because they come from these ~fiel:ds ·and-: qarey, t.PE!:ir 

fnterests with them 't'l1hen they become analysts~ just as psych:Latri 
q'arry out the:i.r analytic wor1( in the spirit in ~vhi.ch they have 
been trained. If c:andidates are recruited from many fields ,an;.alys~ 

,;Will in the final result reflect this and remain, or rather becem 
again, a broad d:tscipline. If the training previous to analysis 
is a uniform one, (as it ls w:i.th all other preparations excluded 
except medicine) 'f,:his uniforrnity wi~l spread also to th~.final 
result. I think it would be exactly yhe seJnJ:: if we admitted as 

.candidates only teachers, or only psychologists, or only philoso
phers,etc. Perhaps it is argued by some people that the medical 
training is broad enough in itself to serve as a basis for analys· 
But is this really true? Nedical training is so exaeting 't-vhile 
it lasts, and so exclus:Lve, that it leaves hCJrdly a. possibility 
for involvement: 1vith oth~~r m.:ttters. 

If these are my argttmen.t about the intake of candidates, 
I am even more conce·rned about the form of training which has 
become ou.r standard. throughout the whole I. P .1'.. It is true that 

1.. J t . . . . " p i ' ff" 1. • ,._, t t . we oegan ana .y ··1.c r:rauu.ng as an e.v .. n· n1?, a ... ~-!J' .r, 1. .2:. a par- ~me 

tra:i:n:i.ng. In those beginnh1g dH.ys this vu1.s a necesstty ,excusable 
beeause of our poverty and lac'!< of resources. Stlll, the d:tsadvan 
tages i.\7ere counterDcted in the i.nd:i.vldual ca':H::s by the deep in-
volvemE•nt of our candidatet:> and the:i.r af Live response to the 
analvtlc eX!H:~r:i.<:!T1cr~. But nnw. when nove~:.· laek of n:•sot:rrces 

"" ..... .. t 

have disappeared, ea.n vrc re ly ju:1 t:J thE~ pa:r:·t t::Lme aspect of 



our trnin 
of pt:n·t t 

sibility to compare the eff~ct· 
s 1nce I worlc fox the Inst:itutJ.~. 

of Psychoanaly:~ ns "\'.;;:11 ns for our own H.a:mpstead training,; 
th€ t Lht:: 1 at t:~;~;:· l t . What one can give i.n 
the full t: just dof:s not compar€:: with the other. On 
the other hn.nd H comptrres very 1 with all other full time 
traln:Lngs of Urdve·r:r1 s tandnrd, :Leal or othen<rise, where the 
stt1.dc;r1t l:l.\r{~B [Jller~c~ ct :t1'li.11f~. itt wl1icl1 he is 
trained) 1:vurks wi hia teacher:s ( :Eront his personal analysis)', 
sh£-Jre:s .Ln st:udy nnd r.·en;;~arch, and, above all, has time to do so. · 
My in.stitute sttH.k:nts l"lhich I have tlt p:resent in a clinical 
evening seminar, all arrive after at lE~ast 10 hours hospital work, 

Y and I often feel that the only thing important to them is to·;' 
homE' an.d to bed. I h1ow tha·t in AmericH this varies frOlii. Inst 

'! 

to Institute,. n.nd :tn. Gl'dcago it may b .. :: niuch better than in many n· 'f'!·l'i'•.:. .. 

p1 .. .:.1ce~3. But on thE! ':'lhole the f!".tet ,;;:emains, that we believe analyst$ 
can h<:: tnain.ed additional to otiu:.>.r \·JOrk which has to he pursued. a.t 
the nn.me time. It seems of no advantage to me if this v-mrk is "'' '~~ 
poychJ atric 1 •'Jnd t:hercfo:cE~ ap tly s:i.mi1nr. 

;I lwve no doubt that this change to full t:i1ne analytic,··· 
tr::tini.rtg wi.U "~ome about: sonte d;:ty. Hut: do \ve really hHve to \vtl.it 
trntil .9na>Lys 1.s up by the Un:i.ve:odties. Cannot we brJ .. ng···~it 
about on om: cy;,'Il'l ~:1 m.odesr r.vny ~~1e have tried it out mn···fhe 
Htmrpst<~':Jd CJJrdr .. :, ccnl , it is not Hi'J difficult as :}.t sounds, 
and it r~titu.te nll resefi:ccq asf::d.stat1ts~"ne'eded for 
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Miss Anna Freud 
20 Maresfield Gardens 
London N.W. 3, England 

Dear Miss Freud: 

HEINZ KOHUT, M. D. 

664 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 

DELAWARE 7·6770 

March 16, 1965 

Your letter is very valuable to me; it supports me in my outlook 
and makes me feel more certain than ever that the approach which 
I am taking is the proper one. I am particularly glad to hear 
that you, too, do not feel that one must look upon the question 
of lay analysis as having an intense emotional significance of 
its own, but that it derives its importance from the fact that 
psychoanalysis as a science should be given primacy in our 
hierarchy of values over psychoanalysis as a form of therapy and 
(this goes without saying) over psychoanalysis as a professional 
(i.e., medical) specialty. The dangers to which psychoanalysis 
is exposed in the United States are different from those with 
which you are more familiar. I have set myself the task to dis
cuss these dangers (and the question of lay analysis in relation 
to them) in the Address which I will give to our Association in 
May. The defeat of the Forum on Child Psychology and the delay 
in the granting of membership for lay analyst teachers are re
grettable setbacks; I do not, however, consider them as decisive 
defeats. I will discuss these two issues and I hope to create 
the modicum of guilt about them which is more than deserved. 
All in all I hope to express my thoughts and feelings about all 
these topics in May and I will therefore not discuss them fur
ther at this time. Many thanks, however, in the meantime for 
your letter. It should prove to be of great help to me when I 
will attempt to weld my thoughts into a set of effective and 
persuasive arguments. 

Sincerely, 

'~,/(,~\ 
Heinz Kohut, M.D. 

HK/lb 
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Miss Anna Freud 
20 Maresfield Gardens 
London, N.W. 3, England 

Dear Miss Freud: 

HEINZ KOHUT, M. D. 

664 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 

DELAWARE 7·6770 

October 11, 1966 

Last night I checked out the last of my letters about the Pre
Congress (an information copy was sent to you, too} and can now 
turn to more pleasant activities •. There is some enjoyment, how
ever, in having this complex enterprise taking shape and seeing 
it fitting into the larger context of our science. In my letter 
I tried to give a glimpse of broader perspectives to the recipi
ents/many of whom feel outside the mainstream of the development 
of psychoanalysis. To give to analysts a sense of their partici
pation in a science which constitutes a significant step forward 
in Man's cultural development is, as I have always held, among 
the most important tasks of the leaders of our organization -- a 
conviction which has enabled me to take with equanimity some of 
the setbacks which are unavoidable in organizational work. 

I wish that I could give you my South American impressions with 
the same security and broad perspective. Much of South America 
is officially "Kleinian," yet I have a feeling of cautious opti
mism about the future. It is based on seeing the heart-warming 
enthusiasm which the younger generation appears to have for psycho
analysis; on the repeated experience that there is great eagerness 
to learn and that there seem to be no rigid defenses against our 
ideas; and, finally, that there is willingness toward the open 
discussion of clinical material and of the analytic process. 

Is my optimism ill-founded? lerhaps. The South Americans were 
certainly on their best behavior with us and may not have shown 
their ambivalence. I found it useless to confront our opposing 
systems of thought head-on: that leads only to their recitation 
of the gospel according to Klein and gets nowhere. I have, how
ever, patiently stuck to other, more effective, methods. When, 
in discussing clinical material, mention is made (it appears to 
happen less and less!) of the patient 1 evidently having swallowed 
the analyst as the bad breast who was now eating him up from the 
inside, or analogous formulations within the depressive or para
noid "position," I reply in two ways. I say that I don't know 
anything about these fantasies and, while I see little evidence 
for them, can neither rule them out nor deny that they may occa
sionally be harbored by patients. What interests me, however, 
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is not standarized fantasies which supposedly underlie a patient's 
depressed or anxious mood but the specific context in which the 
mood arose. Are you the bad breast, I ask the analyst, because 
you were late to the appointment last time, or because you an
nounced that you would go on vacation, or because you gave an in
terpretation which the patient didn't like? If so, let us concen
trate on what it means to the patient in terms of the present and 
the past that someone goes away, that someone is late, that someone 
says something that hurts his feelings. If you always concentrate 
on a standard reaction, the patient soon learns that your reference 
to the standard fantasy is just a complex way of telling him that 
he is depressed or anxious. Assume, I tell them, that we other 
analysts would treat Freud's remarks about the prototypical 
anxiety (that the form of its manifestations is correlated with 
the first great tension state, the passage through the birth 
canal) in the same way as you treat the supposedly existing stan
dard fantasies underlying depressive and anxious moods. Suppose 
we would tell our patients (every time when we believe that they 
are anxious) not that they are anxious but that they have fantasies 
of being enclosed in a narrow dark space, that they are trying to 
catch a breath but can't, that they want to get out into the open, 
etc., in short that they are repeating the process of passing 
through the birth canal. Our patients would soon realize that 
with these complexities we are simply telling them that they are 
anxious, and that is the only thing they will hear. 

The other approach that I have been using is the stressing of the 
structural point of view and, especially, of the structural model 
of the mind. When they tell me for example that the analyst works 
always with his "countertransference," I do not directly contra
dict but ask them to fit this assertion into the structural model 
of the mind, with the result that we get soon into a discussion of 
the complexities and varieties of psychological activities as de
scribable with the aid of the structural model. And we end up 
discussing the many ways in which an analyst((responds')to his 
patients. 

Aside from the irrationality and the sterotypical nature of the 
specific nature of the creed of the Kleinians-- I have often pre
dicted that they will finally die out because of the sheer boredom 
which their formulations must cause them -- I have often been re
pelled by the fact that their analyses are characterized by a 
heavy atmosphere of guilt, reproach, and expiation which struc~ 
me as even more harmful than the theoretical views which are cor
related to. this atmosphere. It made me rather optimistic that I 
did not get the impression that this was the predominant mood in 
which analyses are conducted in the Latin American countries. 
(I have noticed, ho,.;rever, that some of the "reformed" Kleinians 
continue this "depressive" attitude in their analyses, even though 
the reproaches about the fantasies of the "bad" baby-patient are 
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replaced by a holding up to the patient their adult "badness" 
with an emphasis on their "lack of integrity, 11 their "corruption," 
and the like.) So mpch for today about South America! 

I 

A few days ago during an informal evening with a number of our 
students, I found myself talking with them about the ttideal insti
tute." Granted the necessity of making compromises, I said, and, 
at least in this country, the need to train psychiatrists in the 
skills of analyzing, could there not be in a country as large and 
weal~ll~hftS the U.S .A •. , room for .2!!£ institute whose methods and 
goals7transcend those of the standard training institutions. Since 
I know that this topic is dear to your heart, it occurred to me 
that you might like to talk about it while you are here in Chicago. 
The thought occurred to me in a specific context. Among the ac
tivities of the Chicago Institute is a meeting on scientific topics 
which takes place once a week after lunch. Dr. Piers approached 
me a few days ago and told me that you would be attending one,o£ 
the post-luncheon Wednesday conferences. He said that he was doubt
ful about the program for this session, was considering a discus
sion of the "Adult Profile", but wondered whether instead of that 
I would be willing to present some of my work on one of the aspects 
of the topic of narcissism which he knows I am working on. After 
some reflection I decided that none of the unpublished parts of 
my work on narcissism would at this time lend themselves for the 
loosely knitted discussion format of these meetings. But the 
thought occurred to me that "The Ideal Institute·" might be a 
nice topic and one about which yo~ might wish to lead off by 
giving your ideas free reign in this informal setting. Would you 
want to have this opportunity to talk about your views on psycho
analytic education, on "The Ideal Institute--- A Utopia"? Since, 
for a number of reasons, you might not wish t~ discuss this topic 
during your visit here, I have not mentioned~to Dr. Piers or to 
anyone else. But I do know that.J if you should want to, it could 
easily be arranged instead of the "Adult Profile" (or of some 
other, as yet undetermined, topic). Please let me know about it 
so that other arrangements can be made in case you prefer not to 
treat this topic or to have the burden of this additional task. 

It will amuse you to learn that I found no need to exert my tact
ful pressure with regard to the tendency to involve you in a 
string of dinner parties. On my arrival I found among my mail a 
copy of a reply by Dr. Piers to a letter from Helen Ross in which 
she obviously had already expressed herself clearly about the 
issue. 

Concerning your stay with us, please do realize how much genuine 
pleasure it will be for us to make your stay comfortable. As 
Betty wrote to you, we hope that you will feel at home here and 
that, for example, you will feel as free to ask your friends over 
as if you were in your own house in London. I hope that I can 
convince you that you are giving us pleasure (and not work or 
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hardship)if you tell us in all respects what you would like us 
to do for you. We are quite centrally located for your purposes: 
Marianne, for example, will be nearby and she is looking forward 
to consider our place as one to come and go at her leisure. The 
same should hold true for all the other friends whom you wish 
to be included. 

One further thought occurred to Betty and me, there is a house in 
the country, not very far from Chicago, which belongs to the 
family and is available to us as a quiet retreat, e.g., during the 
weekend of December 17-18. Would you be interested in that as 
a respite from city life in a lovely wooded area. No luxury but 
comfortable and quiet with surroundings that allow pleasant, non
strenuous walks in the woods? No need at all to decide on it., or 
to consider it now,. but you might like it with a few books and a 
friend or two. It can be easily arranged without special nottce. 

Well that really has become a long letter and I haven't even 
told you about the lucky coinciden«that, as Marianne mentioned 
to us a few days ago, your no-egg preference happens to be ~ 
dietary habit as well: so you can see, as I wrote to you some 
years ago, it's again a case of "identification" and therefore no 
trouble at allo 

Carmel was as lovely as ever and the squirrels are just as lively 
and strong as when you knew them. Only one squirrel this sununer 
seemed to be feeble. We watched him sitting in our garden on a 
big fir tree, seemingly very old and with a shaky limb. Betty 
took pity:. on him and, every morning and evening, put out some 
peanuts next to the bird feeder and provided fresh water. You 
can reconstruct the rest of the story from the poem which we com
posed afterwards. 

"There 'WlS a scrawny old squirrel who lived in a tree, 
His paw had a tremor, he could hardly see. 
But peanuts and water have cured his disease: 
He now chases the blue jays and is getting obese." 

With warmest regards from Betty and Tom, 

Sincerely, 

+1-1(~~ 
Heinz Kohut, M.D. 

HK/lb 



Miss Anna Freud 

HEINZ KOHUT, M. D. 

180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601 

TELEPHONE 726.6300 

20 Maresfield Gardens 
London, N.W. 3, England 

Dear Miss Freud: 

-,.2 8. VII 

July 12, 1968 

My eyes are always on the next analytic generation who will have 
to continue our work, and I am trying to identify the all-too-
few who show unusual gifts and who promise to become significant 
contributors to analysis in the future. You know what a diffi-
cult task this is and how easily and how often one does get misled. 
Once in a while however one thinks that one has recognized genu-
ine talent in a young analyst and feels stimulated to do what 
one can to further his professional and scientific development. 
In Chicago there are unfortunately very few people who show such 
promise. One of them is I believe Dr. John Gedo, a comparatively 
young analyst (he became a member of the American Psychoanalytic 
Association just about five years ago) who, because of his un
compromising and original thinking, has become increasingly dis
engaged from the local structure around the Institute and has 
turned toward private research pursuits. In view of my high 
opinion of his scientific potential I have supported him to the 
best of my ability. When I was President of the American Psycho
analytic Association I appointed him to one of the scientific 
committees, he has been serving as Secretary to the Committee on 
Scientific Activities, has worked with me on the regional work-
shop on narcissism, etc. Yet I have wondered whether something 
more could be done for him and the thought occurred to me that 
it would be a particularly wholesome experience for him to spend 
some time with you, see the Hampstead Clinic at work, and get 
a chance to become stimulated by your mode of thinking and by 
your research methods. I asked Dr. Gedo whether such an idea 
would be of interest to him, and he responded with immediate warm 
enthusiasm. His time and resources are.limited, but he thought 
that he could consider spending from four to six weeks in London 
in the late spring or early summer of 1969, supporting himself 
(though with some difficulty) for such a stay. Do you think that 
this idea is realistic and that it has merit? In order to familiar
ize you with the intellectual level and the &lalytic sophistication 
of this young analyst I am enclosing reprints of two of his small 
contributions which just appeared. (You might be interested to know 
that he originally wanted to become a historian before he entered 
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medical school to become an analyst.) If you want to see others of 
his writings, you can easily have access to them since all of them 
appeared, I believe, in the Journal of the American Psychoanalytic 
Association. 

With my warmest regards, 

HK/lb 
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Miss Anna Freud 
20 Maresfield Gardens 
London, N.W. 3, England 

Dear Miss Freud: 

HEINZ KOHUT, M. D. 

180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601 

TELEPHONE 726.6300 

January 4, 1969 

I was so glad to receive your warm letter which arrived while I was 
in New York for the meetings: it confirmed my conviction that my 
decision to allow myself to be nominated was the right one. 
Marianne who had me for dinner despite her painful hip was also very 
encouraging and the Eisslers, too, are most supportive. 

I am of course moved by your pessimism about analysis -- realistic 
as some of your misgivings undoubtedly are, I cannot quite share them. 
Barring a war or a political holocaust which would do at.,ray with 
Western civilization as we know it, I believe that analysis will not 
only survive but become ever more strong and influential, notwith
standing the attacks and the defections. It is over and over again 
amazing and reassuring to me to see how many people are still working 
quietly, thoughtfully, and effectively in our science and I for one 
believe, as you know, that it will in the long run not be broad ac
ceptance but creative discovery supported by solid productivity which 
will be decisive. 

It makes me sad though, that you feel that your efforts are not 
arousing a sufficient response. You are so much part of an external 
ego ideal for so many analysts that there may be a counterforce which 
prevents them from showing their high regard in appropriate actions -
and, of course, there is ambivalence in most toward all that is great i 
and admired. It is foolish at this time to give thought to what I ' 
might do, should I become the leader of the I.P.A. -- but the question ~ 
occurred to me whether a future Congress program (or a series of them) ~ 

might not be entitled "Foci of Psychoanalytic Thought~', beginning with ~ 
your work at Hampstead (perhaps Dr. Lustman as chairman of the program), I 
followed by a Congress on ego psychology, etc. Let me know some time I 
what you think of the idea. 

I am sending along two enclosures. One a communication which I sent 
to the New York Times (it was not published) which expresses some of 
the thoughts transmitted to you earlier in this letter. The other a 
draft for the final report of the Committee on Scientific Activities. 
It is too long and too chatty but that was the easiest way for me to 
prepare this draft. It will be much tightened and there will be some 
changes of substance in response to the reactions of the members of my 
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180 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601 

TELEPHONE 726-6300 
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committee. Since it is long you might not want to spend the time to 
read it all. But since I am referring to you in this (to me important) 
document which will I hope get wide distribution, I would like you to 
check page 13 and tell me whether I rendered the spirit of your views 
correctly. 

Tom began his Christmas vacation by joining me in New York. We had a 
delightful father-son weekend: at the meetings, the Play of Daniel 
in a New York church, and in the opera (Die Meistersinger). Now he is 
here with us until approximately January 6 when he will return to 
Oberlin. Betty is nearly recovered from a slight attack of sciatica 
and the whole family is well and happy. We all send you our affection. 
Warm greetings to Dorothy. And a good 1969 to you! 

Sincerely, 

~~2Jl~~r 
Heinz Kdhut, M.D. 

HK/lb 
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February 16, 1969 

Dear Miss Freud: 

I had no trouble making up my mind after I reeeiTed your letter, 
and I agree with JGU that it is not a good thing to offer oneself for 
defeat. I phoned the Eisslere and informed them about the fact that 
I was withd.Pwwi.aa from the Pace and gaTe them the reasoas for it (I sim)lly 
assnlmed that the "priTate and eo:nfidential" which you l1lfU'l'tioned applied 
to eTer}'"one with the excepti9n of the EisslePs and Mal'ianne). I haTe 
not spoken to Maria.ane yet but told the Eisslers that they could talk 
to heP. I will, howeTer, probably phone her today, Sundayt and tell her 
about it personally. 

With regard to 1117 priTate life and 117 soie•tifio work this deTelop
ment is a blessing. But -- with all the feeling of relief -- I will not 
denJ that the disappointment was great. On the lesser side there were waTes 
of hurt pride and anger, and, in particular, feelings of resentment that 
the Tery- group that should haTe understood best what choiee to make did not 
eTea seem to consider me. Harder to settle internally- is the t•rning awaT 
from the plans about the future of the I.P.A. that had begun to form in 
m1 mind. But here, too, I am making progress. After one disturbed night 
I am again sleeping soundlT -- and that is a good sign that I am well on 
the road to finding my balance. 

As far as the I.P.A. is concerned it is hard to make a prediction. 
I do not belie~e that my present personal inTolTement interferes with 
the objectiTity- of my- judgement. By comparison with Arlow, Rangell is 
the lesser eTil: for the simple reason that he is the weaker person --
mo~guided by needs for personal success and withoat strong conTictions. 
I haTe serious scientific disagreements with the Arlow-Brenner ap,roach. 
How important a danger to analysis their work constitutes, howeTer, I cannot 
eTaluate. The older generation and those already established in their 
analytic thinking will probably remain unimpressed. But the younger generatio 
pa*ticularly those under their direct influence in New York, might well be 
le~ astray. Rangell'a writings, on the other hand, seem~on the face of it~ 
perfectly harmless. I find them polished, intelligent, Tery aicely pat, bat 
completely unoriginal. He is beloTed by the South-AmePicans, has some friends 
in the u.s.A. (bat many will prefer him to Arlow -- most of those who would 
haTe Toted for me will now Tote for Rangell, i.e., against Arlow), and now, 
surprisingly enough, he has the leaders of the Earopean psychoanalytic 
community on his side. If he gets eleoted -- as you know, he barely •ade 
it for Vice-President in Copenhagen. He got the lowest number of Totes 
of those elected; as a matter of fact he got in by"the margin of a single 
Tote ! -- he will probably do quite well as a peace-maker and compromiser. 
And strong pressures that would test his stamina and his deTotioa to analysis 
are not likely to arise. 
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I have learned long ago not to waste my anger in quarrels and I 
will not react to the provocation, especially in view of the fact 
that it was couched in a s~ingly balanced and mild phraseology. 
Perhaps the final report ofthe Committee on Scientific Activities 
will give me a chance to discuss the question where and how analysis 
is similar to the other sciences and where and how the subject matte 
forces us to create our own methodology and our own system of theo
retical formulations. 

The real issue however is not a small one. It is the necessity of 
having to continue the watchful efforts on behalf of analysis on 
two, seemingly opposite, fronts: (a) against the foggy fantasies 
and the unscientific mode of thinking of the id psychologists who 
see the psychological world populated by depressed and paranoid 
babies; and (b) against those who are using the insights of ego 
psychology not in order to enrich their understanding of the inter
play between the irrational and the rational aspects of the human 
mind, and of the more or less successful taming of the irrational 
in the service of the rational, but who have replaced the access to · 
the understanding· of the human mind in depth which your father opene 
to us by a preoccupation with the activities of the surface. 

I knaw, of course, that one cannot help but be influenced by one's 
dominant experiences, and I know that you in England (and in a diffe 
ent form on the Continent: existential analysis, for example} had t 
confront those who disregard the powers of the ego. In America, as 
you also know, the opposite holds true. The I~ and of itself laudabl 
interest in 11 technique11 , methodology, and theoretical systematizing, 
leads here often to a renewed surface behaviorism and considerations 
of professional acceptability, of merging with other disciplines 
(rather than a dialogue with them) are strong forces which endanger 
the survival of analysis. 

This has become a long communication; but these reflections are a 
background to the fact that people whose views I value highly have 
expressed deep concern and that I am urged to become a candidate 
for a four-year position which would seriously curtail the continua
tion of my scientific work. For the time being, I have stalled and 
said that I would see after my September vacation what progress I 
have been able to make with the monograph on which I am working. 

And now only once more my gratitude for your understanding: it mean 
a great deal to me. 

HK/lb 
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April 6, 1969 

Dear Miss Freud, 

Yes, I knew about your illnes~ from Marianne who conveyed to me 
the message that you had wanted to write to me but that you 
were not feeling well. I am so glad to know that you have 
now recovered from this nasty siege and that you will have 
the tonic of the Irish surroundings to restore you completely. 

Concerning the I.P.A. I do not think that we should withdraw 
our interest from it -- whoever the next president will be. 
I will do my best not to react in hurt withdrawal but to support 
analysis even in the unwieldy organization that the I.P.A. 
has now become. My personal reactions to Vander Leeuw's 
report about the attitude of the European training committees 
which prompted us to give up the raee has largely subsided 
and I know more and more what a personal and scientific 
benefit accrued to me by this development. The only thiug 
that still stirs me up from time to time is the arrival of 
expressions of support which I am still receiving from 
various quarters. I had, unfortunately, already started 
my "campaign11 before I received your fateful message, i.e., 
I had written more than a hundred personal notes to people 
in all parts of the world who would, as i had reason to 
believe, support my candidacy in Rome. Since I had, of 
course, nowhere mentioned my candidacy directly there is 
no need (and really no possibility) to take anything back 
now -- these things will quickly take care of themselves 
now by word of mouth. But from the replies which I re
ceived I got some very interesting impressions. The en
trenched , institute-bound leaders seem to have been least 
responsive to me (in Europe and South-America, especially 
noticeable in France and Great Britain), perhaps because they 
have the (correct) impression that I would be a force that 
is opposed to the progressive institutionalization and pro
f~ionalization of psychoanalytic learning. There seems to 
be a large group, on the other hand, which sees in me the 
representative of something that is in danger of getting 
lost in the institutionalized and professionalized analysis 
of the present; and it is, in particular the fact that I 
received many ent~s~-~stic messages about my last paper 
which gives me heirt~~at my efforts are not in vain. 
Well, somewhere I mu~t be an incorrigible optimist --
perhaps because I, too, am the firstborn child ~f a young 
mother. 

The manuscript of my book is now nearing completion, and 
the first eight copies have been read by a selected group 
of young analysts, i.e., by people who are in their first 
decade of independent work after graduatio• from institutes. 
Some of their responses moved me mo.re deeply than anything 
that I have experienced in my profeosional life. I dont 
doubt that these responses are an unrealistic overvaluation 
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And new I do wish to tell yo•, how m•oh yo•r letter meant to me. 
Yea haYe uothing to blame yiarself for -- on the contrary, yoa did what 
yo• had to do and you did it well. The behaYior of large groups follows 
laws which we do not know. Thiags might Tery well haYe worked oat 
differeatly, and there was no way of testing the situatioa without haTing 
at least gone as far as we did. My major efforts can now be deToted to 
my scientific goals, and -- after I will haYe been done with my reaction 
to the present disappointment -- I will now haYe a chance for a fruitful 
])er:i.od of work. 
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